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Eventually, you will entirely discover a
further experience and deed by spending
more cash. yet when? get you agree to that
you require to get those all needs
subsequent to having significantly cash?
Why don't you attempt to acquire
something basic in the beginning? That's
something that will guide you to
understand even more roughly speaking
the globe, experience, some places, in the
same way as history, amusement, and a lot
more?
It is your certainly own grow old to ham it
up reviewing habit. in the middle of guides
you could enjoy now is krishna and
christ hindu and christians saviors
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Krishna and Christ | The connection
between Hinduism and Christianity | Artha
Shocking Revelation! Krishna Is Christ
and Jesus Christ His Real Son! Christmas
Day special Video Jesus vs. Krishna
Krishna vs. Christianity The Problem of
Evil | Christian vs Hare Krishna
perspective Why a Hindu Priest Left the
Religion to Follow Christ
Lord Krishna and Jesus Christ | The
connection between Hinduism and
Christianity | Artha Krishna and Jesus, are
they the same?... and why i rarely
recommend books... Proof that you are
Buddha/Christ/Krishna consciousness.
Readings from bible and Bhagavad Gita.
DOES THE HARE KRISHNA
MOVEMENT WORSHIP THE GOD OF
THE CHRISTIANS AND MUSLIM? BY
BALA DEV Christian Vs Hinduism (Hare
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DEBATE on JESUS
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and The BIBLE: Pastor vs. Hindu Guru
(H.D. Goswami, Excerpt 1 of 2) Who is
Jesus and Who is Krishna. Who is father
in the Bible? Christians Protest Hindu
Presidential Candidate Tulsi Gabbard
Krishna was the first Christ! Must watch!
100% Proof Why Hinduism is False | ????
?? ??? ???? ?? ??????? ?? ????? |
Exposing HinduismComparative
Mythology: Jesus, Krishna and Buddha
Christian Hindus provoking in London
JESUS is the God of Hinduism |
Krishna, Rama, Brahma, Vishnu,
Shiva, Brahman, etc; Sadhguru about
krishna, Rama and Christ - What is the
highest value in them? Krishna And
Christ Hindu And
Despite their differences, Hinduism and
Christianity have great similarities. And
this is particularly prominent in the case of
the life and teachings of the two central
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and Krishna . Similarities in just the names
of 'Christ' and 'Krishna' have enough fuel
for the curious mind to prod into the
proposition that they were indeed one and
the same person.
The Christ-Krishna Connection - Learn
Religions
Krishna and Christ were human
incarnations of a triune God; both were
tempted by demons; both worked
miracles; both transfigured themselves
(see image at left); and both predicted
their own deaths. For more read "T he
Savior Archetype " here. Krishna and
Christ rose from death and ascended into
heaven.
KRISHNA AND CHRIST
Some skeptics have suggested that Yeshua
of Nazareth (a.k.a. Jesus Christ by most
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of the Hindu trinity, are the same person.
It is rather obvious that that they are not.
Jesus appears to have been born in
Palestine during the last decade BCE,
whereas Krishna is dated many millennia
earlier, in India.
Christ and Krishna ReligiousTolerance.org
“Christ” is another way of saying Krsta
and Krsta is another way of pronouncing
Krishna, the name of God. Jesus said that
one should glorify the name of God, but
yesterday I heard one theologian say that
God has no name — that we can call Him
only “Father”. A son may call his father
“Father”, but the father also has a specific
name.
Krishna or Christ – The Name is the
Same – Prabhupada’s ...
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and Christ is the same name. It has
changed because of language differences
only. In India another name for Krishna is
Krsta. And in Greek the actual name of
Christ is not Christ it is Krstos. So it has
gone from Krishna to Krsta to Krstos to
Christ. So the name is the same. So it is
Jesus of the Christ.
Christ and Krishna - the Name is the
Same | Krishna.org
The Master announced, "The Krishna of
Ancient Hinduism is the Christ of
Christianity. Christ comes from the Greek
word Christos, and Christos is the Greek
version of the word Krishna. When an
Indian person calls on Krishna, he often
says "Krista." Krishna is a Sanskrit word
meaning the object of attraction."
Krishna is Christ: Christianity
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Key Classical Indian Sources for the
Stories of Krishna’s Life: Mahabharata (=
M, c. 300 BC- c. 300 AD), Harivamsha (c.
450 AD), Vishnu Purana (= VP c. 400-500
AD), Bhagavata Purana (= BP, c. 950
AD). 1 The most influential telling is the
last mentioned, the BP. Common False
Claims: (1) Krishna was born of the virgin
Devaki / Devaka /Yasoda (2) on
December 25 th and was (3) crucified (4 ...
Krishna and Christ: Debunking the
Parallels between Jesus ...
Christ/Kristos is a direct translation from
the Hebrew word mashiach, which means
anointed one to the Greek Kristos which
also means anointed one. No scholar in the
world would agree that the work Krishna
and Christ derive from the same source.
This claim is simply false. In Matthew
16:16 we have Peter saying of Jesus, “You
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Does the name Christ come form the
Hindu word Krishna? Did ...
Implications of points of similarity
between the lives of Jesus and Krishna:
Krishna is the second person of the Hindu
Trinity. He is considered to be one of the
incarnations of the God Vishnu. Some
Hindus believe that he lived on Earth
during perhaps the 2 nd or 3 rd century
BCE.
Similarities between two god-men
saviors: Jesus and Krishna
Much like Christian proverbs, the
teachings of Lord Krishna give advice and
general good sense and insight on many
subjects (Ways, 14) The main deities of
the Hindu religion are Brahma and his two
lieutenants named Shiva and Vishnu. The
god Vishnu is the creator, and Shiva is the
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Christianity and Hinduism Essay |
StudyHippo.com
The actual relation between Krishna and
Jesus is that of two brothers of an
extended holy family. Both were prophets
of the Almighty God who were sent to
guide the people towards salvation. But
unfortunately there is another relation too.
Both were given divine status after their
departure from the earth by the ignorant
and misguided people.
What is the relation between Krishna
and Jesus? - Quora
Krishna is the eighth incarnation of the
Hindu God Vishnu, who, according to
Hindu belief, has come in every cosmic
age to save humankind from its sin and
folly.
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His View: Krishna and Christ: Hindu
and Christian saviors ...
Krishna (/ ? k r ? ? n ? /, Sanskrit
pronunciation: [?kr????]; Sanskrit: ?????,
IAST: K???a) is a major deity in
Hinduism.He is worshipped as the eighth
avatar of the god Vishnu and also as the
supreme God in his own right. He is the
god of compassion, tenderness, love and is
one of the most popular and widely
revered among Indian divinities.
Krishna - Wikipedia
Christ being the fore-runner in St John can
be well compared with Krishna always
being accompanied by his elder brother
Balarama. Krishna and Christ both are
said to be descendants of the royal...
Krishna or Christ - The Pioneer
[CHRISTIANITY] Key Person/Founder:
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in the Judean province of Palestine,
[which is Israel today] under the Roman
Empire. [HARE KRISHNA] Key
person/Founder: A.C. Bhaktivedanta
Swami Prabhupada. It was founded in
1965 in New York. It is based on Hindu
teachings from the A.D. 1500’s.
[CHRISTIANITY]
Biblical Christianity vs Hare Krishna –
Campus Reset
Krishna was at once a Kurus, an Abhira,
and a Yadava. Christ was an incarnation of
Yah-Veh. Krishna was at once an
incarnation of Vishnu and Shiva. Christ's
first name, Jesus, was Yeshua. A title of
Krishna, meaning "love; devotion," was
Yesu. Even today, many Hindu parents
name their sons, Yesu Krishna. Both men
were born of virgins and in a ...
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Jerusalem!
In the Hindu scriptures, such as the
famuous and extrememly important
Bhagavata Purana [Skandha 11 chapters
30 and 31, Tagare volume 11 pages
2112-2122 of the Ancient Indian Tradition
and Mythology Series] and the
Mahabharata [Krishna Dharma
"Mahabharata" page 899], Krishna is hit in
the foot with an arrow by a hunter at a
distance who had thought that Krishna was
a deer or some animal.

From Krishna to Christ is a memoir of a
young womans heartrending experiences
of subjugation to the will of men in her
family and the Hindu society, and the
breaking of the shackles of bondage into
the light of freedom. It is a story of her
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being a servile Hindu woman and
worshiping Hindu gods of clay namely
Krishna, Shiva and Ram, to her faith and
trust in Jesus Christ, and finally emerging
as a mature and enlightened woman in
spite of the difficulties and persecutions
she faced in following Jesus. The story
starts from her childhood, from the day
she encountered Christ in the form of a
picture, and ends with her coming to
Bethany Theological Seminary in the
United States, and dedicating her life
totally to God by serving as pastor in
Panora Church of the Brethren.

In the sixties, Transcendental Meditation,
a Hindu-based movement, became
fashionable as a way to therapy and
psychological well-being -- especially
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by the Beatles and
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the Beach Boys. Its influence waned,
ironically, after the courts decided that TM
was a religion rather than a form of
therapy, as TM had claimed. But its
popularity helped open the doors to a
wider acceptance of Eastern philosophy
and religions in mainstream America.
Another Americanized form of Hinduism
is Hare Krishna. This volume and the
volume on Buddhism in this series
together present a comprehensive
overview of Eastern religions, their views,
and their impact on contemporary North
America. Why this series? This is an age
when countless groups and movements,
old and new, mark the religious landscape
in our culture, leaving many people
confused or uncertain in their search for
spiritual truth and meaning. Because few
people have the time or opportunity to
research these movements fully, these
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insights for their spiritual journeys. All
books but the summary volume, Truth and
Error, contain five sections: -A concise
introduction to the group being surveyed
-An overview of the group’s theology — in
its own words -Tips for witnessing
effectively to members of the group -A
bibliography with sources for further study
-A comparison chart that shows the
essential differences between biblical
Christianity and the group -Truth and
Error, the last book in the series, consists
of parallel doctrinal charts compiled from
all the other volumes. -Three distinctives
make this series especially useful to
readers: -Information is carefully distilled
to bring out truly essential points, rather
than requiring readers to sift their way
through a sea of secondary details.
-Information is presented in a clear, easyto-follow outline form with “menu bar”
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the reader in quickly locating topics and
details of interest. -Each book meets the
needs and skill levels of both nontechnical
and technical readers, providing an
elementary level of refutation and
progressing to a more advanced level
using arguments based on the biblical text.
The writers of these volumes are well
qualified to present clear and reliable
information and help readers to discern
truth from falsehood.
Ultimate truth. The destiny of souls. The
individual heart. Can Krishna and Jesus
agree on anything? This is what
Subramaniam, a real-life Hindu of the
twentieth century, wonders as he enters a
fictitious conversation between two
religious figures who have changed the
lives of millions. As Jesus and Krishna
respond to each other’s view of life and
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the afterlife, theySaviors
speak words straight
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from the texts of Christianity and
Hinduism and straight into the soul.
Subramaniam asks Jesus and Krishna hard
questions about faith. Meanwhile, a
fictional character, Richard, eavesdrops,
asking himself the most important
question of all: Does it really matter what I
believe?
Religions of the Far East like Hinduism,
Buddhism, and New Age have been
gaining a foothold in the Western world.
We even see witchcraft on the rise and
paganism infiltrating the minds of the next
generation–even in Christian homes! Why
is that? How can a Christian respond? We
already know how the one true God has
responded, and in this title you will learn:
How a Christian can effectively witness
for ChristHow to refute these false
religionsWhat it truly is that these
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follower should be set at ease knowing
that all other gods are false as the allknowing God of Scripture has revealed
that He is the only God. Therefore, this
volume dives into these styles of religions
and looks at their origins and their basic
tenets as well as why they fall so short.
Understanding the basic tenets of these
religions helps the Bible believer see the
flaws in these philosophies. In this way
one can better discern how to be an
effective witness for Jesus Christ while
standing on the authority of the Bible.
A ground-breaking work in comparative
theology. This stimulating work of
comparative theology brings into
conversation the stories of the infancy and
youth Jesus with that of Krishna in the
Hindu tradition. The early chapters tell the
stories, first of Krishna and then of Jesus,
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and then describeSaviors
the role each plays as
Christians
savior for the faithful of that tradition.
Chapter 1: Comparative Theology and
Learning about Jesus Chapter 2: A Savior
in Disguise the Stories Chapter 3: Krishna
and His Followers How He Saves Chapter
4: Immanuel the Stories Chapter 5: Jesus
and His Disciples How He Saves Chapter
6: All Grown Up Krishna and Jesus as
Adults The text is not only readable but
engaging, particularly when it explores the
playfulness of the young Krishna and
compares Krishna's early years with those
of Jesus as described in such noncanonical writings as the Infancy Gospel
of Thomas. Through this comparison
Largen demonstrates the unique role Jesus'
nature as both human and divine has in our
Christian understanding of salvation.
Draws parallels between different
religious faiths by presenting side-by-side
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comparisons of four
leaders' teachings on
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topics such as knowledge, suffering, death,
and liberation, along with commentaries
for each topic.
Unlike many modern historians, Perry was
a diffusionist who believed that modern
civilization began in Egypt and was spread
via ships to Indonesia, the Pacific Islands,
and even to North America. Perry traces
the origin of megalithic culture starting in
Egypt, and then across the Pacific.
Searching for gold, obsidian, and pearls,
they travelled across the Pacific to the
American Southwest and Mexico.
This book shows the common teachings of
Jesus Christ and Lord Krishna. When we
look at Hinduism and Christianity we find
totally different ideologies with different
doctrines and different gods. But when I
studied Bible, I found striking similarities
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between the teachings
of Jesus Christ and
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Hinduism. In this book I have tried to
show those similarities by putting the
teachings of Jesus and Krishna together. It
is not my intention to show Jesus as a
Hindu Guru, I don’t know if He had
visited India or not. I have just tried to
show that the Consciousness of humanity
is same everywhere and prophets of
different time and place have expressed
the same reality about it. - Saurabh
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